Title: FRONT SUCTION/DISCHARGE TYPE OUTDOOR UNIT FOR AIRCONDITIONER

Abstract: The present invention relates to a front suction/discharge type outdoor unit (10) for an air conditioner which can increase heat exchange efficiency by passing outdoor air sucked through a front surface unit through an air-cooled condenser (30), exchanging heat between outdoor air and refrigerants, and discharging heat-exchanged air to the outdoors. The front suction/discharge type outdoor unit for the air conditioner includes: an outdoor unit casing having a front surface unit (7a, 7b) opened to be linked to the outside of a building, both side units (12a, 12b) formed at both ends of the front surface unit, a rear surface unit (12c) unit formed to face the front surface unit, a bottom surface unit (14) formed at the lower ends of the front surface unit, the both side units and the rear surface unit, and a top surface unit formed at the upper ends of the front surface unit, the both side units and the rear surface unit; a compressor (20) for compressing a refrigerant gas supplied from an indoor unit to the outdoor unit casing; an air-cooled condenser (30) installed in the outdoor unit casing, and disposed to face at least two surfaces of the front surface unit, the both side units and the rear surface unit at a predetermined distance, for condensing the refrigerant gas supplied from the compressor; a cooling fan (40) for sucking outdoor air from the outside of the building through the front surface unit and the air-cooled condenser, and discharging heat-exchanged air in the air-cooled condenser to the outside of the building through the front surface unit; and a top cover (32a, 32b, 32c) installed at the upper side of a space unit formed between the air-cooled condenser and the surfaces of the outdoor unit casing facing the air-cooled condenser, for inducing outdoor air sucked from the outside of the building through the front surface unit to the space unit.
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